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Brains Networking with each 

other 
By Martin Pollins 

We humans share a number 

of things with other 

humans: we all have a brain.  

OK, some brains are bigger 

or smaller than others while 
some brains are better 

(brainier, if you like) than 

other brains. 
 

Human brains have been around 

for a long time and, largely they 

have ruled the roost but then 

computers came along since when 

they've claimed the top spot and 

have been doing things better than 

humans. But all is not lost.  

 

I found five things that a human 

brain does better than a computer 

one of which is the ability to do 

crossword puzzles. 

 

Yes, there’s more to brains than 

we might first imagine.  In fact, 

imagination is something that 

many brains do quite well, and a 

lot better than computers. 

 

From Brain to Brain 

Brains can act like computers, in a 

way, if they communicate with 

other brains. “We can now send 

thoughts directly between brains” 

say Rajesh P. N. Rao and Andrea 

Stocco in an article in Scientific 

American, coming out in 

November 2014. “The dawn of 

human brain-to-brain 

communication has arrived”, they 

add. You can read the article at: 

http://www.scientificamerican.com

/article/we-can-now-send-

thoughts-directly-between-brains/ 

You can buy the publication, 

Volume 25, issue 6, from: 

https://www.scientificamerican.co

m/store/shopping-cart/ A previous 

article, "When Two Brains 

Connect", was published in 

Scientific America Mind, pages: 36 

to 39, Date: 

November/December 2011.  

  

Rao and Stocco are said to be the 

first to successfully allow one 

human brain to communicate an 

intention directly to another 

human brain. Using electrical brain 

recordings and a form of magnetic 

stimulation, Rao sent a brain signal 

to Stocco on the other side of the 

University of Washington campus, 

causing Stocco’s finger to move 

on a keyboard. 

  

Forgive the pun, but it sounds like 

pretty heady stuff. What does 

‘Brain Networking’ mean, what 

are the consequences and how 

will it affect our lives? 

  

In a separate article from 

Washington 

(http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com

/home/science/Brains-talk-to-each-

other-8000km-

apart/articleshow/41812352.cms), 

scientists have conducted the first 

computer-mediated brain-to-brain 

communication in humans located 

more than 8,000 km apart, after 

sending the words 'hola' and 'ciao' 

from India to France – achieved 

without any invasive surgery. 

Sheryl Ankrom describes the 

communication process in The 

Chemical Messaging System of the 

Human Brain at: 

http://panicdisorder.about.com/od

/understandingpanic/a/brain.htm.  

Interesting yes, but does it give 

cause for concern? 

 

From Rat Brain to Rat Brain 

Don’t start thinking that the idea 

that brains 

can talk to 

other brains 

is limited to 

humans.  

 

I don’t like rats. Just the thought 

of them sends shivers up my 

spine. Nevertheless, I was 

interested to read in a BBC article 

at 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/scienc

e-environment-21604005, that 

scientists have connected the 

brains of lab rats, allowing one rat 

to communicate directly to 

another via what appear to be 

network cables:  

 

“The wired brain implants allowed 

sensory and motor signals to be 

sent from one rat to another, 

creating the first ever brain-to-

brain interface. The scientists then 

tested whether the rat receiving 

the signal could correctly 

interpret the information. 

 

As the ultimate test of their 

system, the team even linked the 

brains of rats that were thousands 

of miles apart”, the article says. 

Details of the work are outlined in 

the Scientific Reports journal at 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/srep0131

9.  

 

From Human to Rat 

I suppose the ultimate direction of 

these experiments is that a human 

brain could talk to a rat’s brain, or 

a monkey’s or an elephant’s. Or 

even vice versa. You get the 

picture, I’m sure. Should we be 

very worried? 
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It is protected by copyright law and 

reproduction in whole or in part without the 

publisher’s written permission is strictly 
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info@bizezia.com (+44 (0)1444 884220). 
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OFEX. 

 

He was a Council member of the 

ICAEW from 1988 to 1996. 

 

He ran his own accounting firm based 

in Sussex and was the first 

Accountancy firm in the UK to 

advertise on television and Martin 

went on to create and launch the 

CharterGroup Partnership (the UK's 

first Accountancy network) and then 

LawGroup UK (one of the largest 

networks of lawyers in the country). 
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